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From the Executive Director
Dear Members,
Whether you have a school-age child or not, it’s hard to miss that “back to school” push.
For me it was the day I walked into our local Target after our 4th of July family trip and
realized that anything and everything related to summer had been relegated to the back
corner of the store, in favor of notebooks, backpacks, and pencils.
This year, the back-to-school messages take on new meaning for me as my oldest enters
kindergarten and I’m navigating new aisles of the store, checking items off our school
supply list as I go. But before now, fall still always held that air of change — of families
getting back into their routines. That’s why we have a little something for everyone in this
issue, from getting back to school to finding last-minute child care, as well as something I
think every parent struggles with but deserves: finding a way to set aside time for just you.
If you are starting to learn more about Chicago schools (and there’s A LOT to learn!), join
us at our Annual Preschool & Elementary School Fair on Sunday, September 24, from
9am–1pm. You’ll get to talk directly with schools you may already be interested in and can
also sit in on one (or more!) of our workshops to learn more about the options available,
from private to public schools. Hope to see you there!
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Knutson, Executive Director

Parent to Parent contains articles
and information straight from
our NPN member community.
For information about
editorial submissions, email:
newsletter@npnparents.org
For advertising, email:
advertising@npnparents.org.
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We look forward to hearing from you!
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P L AY. L E A R N . G R O W.
Preschool • Kindergarten
Summer Camp • Parent and Child Programs
New Logan Square Location Opening this Fall:
• Beautiful, sunny, home-like mansion
• Play-based curriculum founded on the Smart Love Philosophy
• Seed-to-table garden program with large outdoor play areas
• Parent and Child programs, 6 weeks to 36 months
• New! “Lets. Play. School” program—designed to help introduce and transition young
children to school!
• New! Toddler Playschool class—an introduction to preschool offered 3 days per week
for 2-3 year olds
SPACE STILL AVAILABLE — APPLY TODAY • 773.665.8052 ext. 1 • preschooladmissions@smartlovefamily.org
www.smartlovepreschool.org • 2222 N. Kedzie Blvd., Chicago, IL 60647

Exceptional
Catholic
Education
PRE-K THROUGH 8TH GRADE

ST. BENEDICT PARISH AND PREPARATORY SCHOOL

Call for a tour today!

773-509-3814

3900 N. Leavitt Street I Chicago IL I www.stbenedict.com
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FIRST WORDS

What’s new with NPN
and our members

OVERHEARD ON THE FORUM
How do you pay your babysitter?
“We always pay cash. We usually hit the ATM before returning home when the
babysitter is there.”
“We always write a check. We’ve had our sitter for 5 years and at one point she said
that’s what she preferred, as she spent less than if she received cash. Makes it much
easier for us as we rarely keep enough cash on hand.”
“Venmo — it’s the way of the future — do it.”
“Cash. I have heard of security issues with Venmo and I frankly don’t need yet another
app or program to learn. I’m too old for that!!”
“We usually pay cash but I use Venmo with friends and think it is secure. Square Cash
is another option.”
“Where have I been? I’ve not heard of Square Cash!!!”

It’s back-to-school season.
A long thread on the forum asks:

What’s THE backpack for an
incoming kindergartner?

5%

OTHER*

11%

UPCOMING EVENTS

Visit npnparents.org/calendar for more great events!

SEPTEMBER

9

REI

42%

16%

Land’s End

North Face

Daystar School, 1550 S. State St., Chicago
Bring your kids to this family-friendly workshop aimed
at helping children develop a healthy relationship with
money. This interactive discussion gives parents and
kids helpful tools to understand how to manage money
based on the model of Share, Save, and Spend.

Preschool & Elementary School Fair
SEPTEMBER

24

26%

Pottery Barn
* Garnett Hill
LL Bean
Target / character-based
Mifulgoo
Patagonia

Parents, Kids & Money Matters

YEARROUND

DePaul College Prep,
3633 N. California Ave., Chicago
The only Chicago school fair that brings together
more than 150 public and private schools, enrichment
programs and related services in one location at one
time. New this year: more workshops covering Chicago
school search, including CPS 101.

New Moms Groups
Meet other new moms with babies the same age as
yours who face the many changes, challenges and joys
you are experiencing. Meetings are hosted by NPN
volunteers in their homes. Learn more at npnparents.
org/groups/new-moms-group.
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ASK AN EXPERT
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A THERAPEUTIC
PRE-K PROGRAM
By Karen George, NPN member since 2011

THE RESULTS OF A THERAPEUTIC PRESCHOOL
PROGRAM CAN BE TRULY TRANSFORMATIVE
FOR YOUR CHILD.
As a parent, you want to ensure that your child receives
every opportunity to thrive and reach their full potential.
Preschool can play a significant role in achieving these goals.
For children who may not fit into a standard preschool
setting because of a disorder, diagnosis, or disability, a
therapeutic preschool program can be life-changing.
If your child would benefit from a therapeutic preschool, it
is critical that you do your research. In my own experience,
I found the following factors incredibly important.
Your goals as a parent
A therapeutic preschool can provide support by meeting
critical developmental milestones in areas such as speech
and language, social skills, feeding, expanded gross and
fine motor skills, and more. It is important that the program
meets the unique goals you have in mind for your child.
Flexibility of the program
The more flexible a program is, the more it will meet your
child’s needs. Does the program require you to make a year
commitment or allow month-to-month? Do they offer both
morning and afternoon sessions? Are you able to start at
two days a week and increase if it is going well? Rigid rules
and policies may not fit your child’s specific needs.
Well-educated and experienced staff
Top therapeutic programs tend to employ individuals with
a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. This additional education
will manifest itself in better outcomes for your child.
A multidisciplinary team
A multidisciplinary team is crucial. This means a team of
professionals with expertise in speech-language pathology,
occupational therapy, feeding therapy, ABA therapy, and
more. This diverse team allows children to receive the
most well-rounded and comprehensive care and allows a
program to treat the whole child.
Student-to-teacher ratio
A program with a low student-to-teacher ratio can provide
more personalized care. A standard preschool program may
have 8 to 10 children for just one teacher, while a good
therapeutic program may have just 3 or 4 students per teacher.
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Reviews and results
In my time as a speech-language pathologist, I have had a
front-row seat in observing therapeutic services for children
with a wide range of developmental delays. I have discovered
that the gains children make vary greatly from program to
program. The progress your child makes in a therapeutic
program is a direct result of the effectiveness of the clinicians.
Look for online reviews and references from satisfied parents
so you know that your child is receiving the best care possible.
Open-door policy
The best therapeutic programs want parents involved in their
child’s progress. An open-door policy that allows parents to
drop in to observe their child’s day (such as through a twoway mirror) is the hallmark of a quality program.
The results of a therapeutic preschool program can be truly
transformative for your child. Ask questions. Ask around.
Look online for reviews. Doing your research will pay off, as
you will find the right program to become your “partner” in
helping your child reach their full potential.

Karen George, a speech-language pathologist, was featured in the
Chicago Tribune, consulted by NPR, and named Alumni of the Year
by Marquette University. In 2014, Karen founded CST Academy, a
therapeutic preschool program, which offers speech, occupational,
feeding, and ABA therapy.

At Mary Meyer Preschool we learn through purposeful play
P R O J E CT:

Mary Meyer Original Paints

CUR R I CUL UM G O AL :
I DE A:

LET’S MIX LET’S PLAY LET’S LEARN

Introduction to color theory and language arts

Students mix and name their own paint color

HO W W E P L AY E D : We read books, observed, explored and talked
about color and what happens when it is mixed; plain old
“green” became “frog green” and “pea green”. Each child took
turns with our Resident Artist to choose and mix their own paint
and name their color.

A gorgeous array of paints created by children who have
gained an understanding of color theory.
Students’ language skills developed and their vocabulary expanded.
Skills of independence and self-confidence are fostered as children
learn to do things for themselves.

R E SULT S:

Come get to know us better at a Prospective Parent Night.
CALL 773.549.0870 TO REGISTER
www.marymeyer.org

Creating joy
through sound
in Lakeview, Andersonville & Edgewater
Music Together® group classes—where infants through preschoolers
enjoy making music with their caregivers using reasearch-based curriculum.
Private lessons are offered by teachers with a passion for teaching
children ages 3 and up the joys of the piano, guitar, violin, voice, or ukulele.
CLASSES FOR BIG KIDS introduce your child to the violin, guitar, or
instruments of the orchestra with one of our new classes for ages 4 and up!

NPN Members save $15!

Enter code NPN15 to save on your first registration fee.

Sign-up today!

MerryMusicMakers.com

773-929-4MMM
npnparents.org • 7

There is no limit
to what your child
can achieve!

Dream big! Our personalized approach to
learning enables students in Preschool
through High School to reach their highest
potential. Learn more at our open houses!
Visit www.bischicagosl.org for details.
Preschool-Grade 5 Open House: Sept. 27
Grade 6-12 Open House: Oct. 7

www.bischicagosl.org
admissions@bischicagosl.org
(773) 998-2472
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ASK AN EXPERT
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
MATCHMAKING
By Dana Thomas, NPN member since 2004

A QUALITY SEL PROGRAM IS PROGRESSIVE,
SO THERE ARE AGE APPROPRIATE LESSONS FOR
EACH GRADE LEVEL.
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is vital to the development
of children, helping them to become the adults we know
they can be. SEL teaches children the skills necessary to
manage emotions, solve problems, and to engage in
positive relationships. As you begin your school search,
consider the SEL curriculum that each school provides.
Why is SEL important?
A school that has a strong SEL program will teach children
the skills needed to recognize emotions, self-regulate,
and successfully negotiate conflicts with reason and calm.
SEL programs also support the academic portion of your
child’s education. Research indicates a correlation between
schools with a strong SEL program and academic success.
What comprises a quality SEL program?
A SEL curriculum includes many facets of emotional
identification, self-regulation, and peer problem solving. The
Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning
(CASEL) has identified five components necessary for a
quality SEL program:
Self-awareness
Self-management
n Social awareness
n Relationship skills
n Responsible decision making
n
n

A quality SEL program is progressive, so there are age
appropriate lessons for each grade level.
What are the basic skills taught in a quality
SEL program?
A SEL program should:
n Teach children to identify emotions
n 
Help children make the connection between their
emotions and physical responses (feeling hot, sweaty,
upset stomach, etc.)
n 
Provide children with a variety of tools to help manage
their emotions, to “self-regulate”
n 
Teach children how to solve problems and negotiate
with both peers and adults
SEL should include guided practice, independent practice,
and role play surrounding each of these SEL skills.
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How do I know if the SEL curriculum is a
good fit for my child?
Consider the fit between the school’s curriculum, your
child’s temperament, and your own values and experiences
in raising your child. There are nine temperaments, as
identified by Stella Chess and Alexander Thomas, in their
work, “Temperament Dimensions”:
1. Activity Level. Motor activity and proportion of
active and inactive periods
2. Rhythmicity. Predictability of biological functions (your
child’s natural rhythms, with regard to things like eating
and sleeping)
3. Initial Response. Does your child approach or
withdraw in response to new situations?
4. Adaptability. How a person reacts to a new situation
over time
5. Sensory Threshold. Level of sensory input a child is
comfortable with
6. Quality of mood. How naturally “sunny” is your child?
7. Intensity of reaction. Initial response to stimulus in the
environment
8. Distractibility. The way in which an outside stimulus
interferes with a child’s ability to stay on task
9. Persistence and attention span. The ability to
continue to pursue an activity in the face of obstacles
and the length of time a child can attend to an activity
Each temperament is a continuum, so consider where your
child may fall. Think about the structures and techniques
that work for you at home. Are these methods transferrable
to the school you are exploring?
Review the SEL philosophy on the school website. Does
the school have SEL structures in place to meet the needs
of your student? Ask yourself: does this match my child
and my style of parenting? When on your school tour,
ask the teachers about the social emotional lessons and
experiences that take place in their classroom. They can
also provide insight as to how they support children of
varying temperaments.

Dana Thomas is an experienced educator and certified Positive Discipline
Trainer and is married with two children. She enjoys volunteering,
coaching sports and traveling, whenever time allows!
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FEATURE
LAST-MINUTE CHILDCARE
RECOMMENDATIONS
By Amelia Levin, NPN member since 2014
Whether you’re a stay-at-home parent, a work-at-home mom
or dad, or even a full-time working one with regular childcare,
with holidays and conference season upon us, we all need
extra help from time to time. Here’s a quick list of places in the
city that offer last minute and/or part-time services.
The Nook, The Nook Too and Nook South Loop;
nookdaycare.com
This full-service daycare allows non-member parents to
book absent children’s open spots via an online app, which
is regularly updated until 6 a.m. day-of. There is currently no
smartphone app, but rumor has it that could soon become
available as interest in the program grows.
Pros: Easy-to-use online app for scheduling; half- and fullday options; reasonable prices
Cons: Limited availability for last-minute drop-ins; better
to book well in advance if you know you’ll need the help
K Grace; kgracechildcare.net
Specializing in part-time childcare, K Grace serves many
nurses, artists, photographers and others with non-traditional
and/or flexible work schedules. Parents also use the service
for last-minute sitters to run errands, finish some work or
otherwise fill in the gaps. Bookings are made through an
online calendar system up to 48 hours in advance (although
K Grace staffers try to honor last-minute requests via an
after-hours phone number), and the sitter is matched based
on availability, experience and ability to meet special needs.
Pros: Highly-vetted, CPR-certified sitters (over 1,000 on
file) available same-day for last-minute needs; nights and
weekend help available; high success rate for last-minute
requests within a few hours
Cons: Complex pricing structure, which becomes more
affordable the more you use the service; must pay sitter
separately
Bright Horizons; brighthorizons.com
This nationwide daycare offers employer-subsidized backup childcare, including both drop-offs at the various centers
or in-home help. Many clients take advantage of their own
or their spouse’s benefits when they know schools will be
closed or need someone at the last minute.
Pros: Subsidized last-minute care year-round; facilities
across the country for use while traveling with children
Cons: Only available for those with employer-provided
backup care benefits; limit on number of days available for
the services
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Chime by Sittercity; hellochime.com
Nicknamed “the Uber for babysitters”, Chime — online and
via an app on your smartphone — makes it easy to book
sitters in your immediate area. Chime sitters are the cream
of the crop of sister site Sittercity.com, vetted through
background and reference checks and in-person interviews.
Typically, sitters must be booked before 3 p.m. same-day,
but staffers will work to find help for last-minute needs.
Pros: Same-day sitters can be available; easy-to-use app
without the need for cash; free to join
Cons: Rates vary by sitter; favorite sitters subject to
availability so you might have to work with multiple sitters for
more regular needs
Take a Break Playcare; takeabreakplaycare.com
Most play places in the city require you to remain onsite, but this spot in Lakeview allows you to drop off your
child for a couple hours or more while you work or run
errands. With age-appropriate rooms — computer room,
movie room, one for infants, an indoor “playground” and
game room — there’s something for every child (and
baby) here. Think of it like one big, sitter-staffed play date.
Reservations are not required but recommended for infants
and weekend nights.
Pros: Week-of and day-of, last-minute childcare and
weekend/night hours offered; activities and space for both
infants and older children
Cons: No official vaccination reports required — only as
stated by parents on their application — so bring infants and
younger children at your own risk; no napping space or cribs

Amelia Levin is a freelance food/restaurant industry writer and cookbook
author and lives with her husband, Harvey Henao, and two beautiful children,
Jonah, 3, and Lily, 5 months, in the Lakeview neighborhood, where Harvey
grew up. She has often needed last-minute childcare help with her youngest.
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Caring and
compassionate
pediatric therapy.
Eyas Landing therapists
specialize in the most
current evidence-based
practices. We help your
child achieve a better
quality of life with our
innovative care.
Our specialties:
•
•
•
•

LEARNING PLACE

®

Early Learning Academy

312 • 923 • 9628

ADHD
Autism
Apraxia
Sensory Processing
Disorders
• Feeding Disorders

Call 312.733.0883 or visit
eyaslanding.com today.

Downtown • Bucktown • Logan Square • Lakeview
Coming Soon: West Town
1409 W. Carroll Ave, Chicago, IL 60607
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FEATURE
MINDFUL ‘ME TIME’
By Nicole Walker, NPN member since 2011

BEING MORE MINDFUL OF YOUR “ME TIME” IS A
WIN-WIN FOR THE ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD.
Self-care. It’s a necessity to being the bestcaregiver you can
be to your children. But it’s a low priority for many parents
who wear multiple hats to maintain a career (even as Chief
Executive Mom), maintain the household, and raise healthy,
happy, and well-balanced children.
Confession: I have been there multiple times. Albeit passive
aggressively, but definitely there. I know you may be thinking,
“How can I possibly fit in one more thing in an already overcommitted schedule?” But it’s not just one more thing. In the
absence of self-care, fatigue, stress and resentment set in.
Your mental sanity is at stake here!
Your goal: Take a moment for yourself at least once a week.
If that’s too aggressive starting out, aim for twice a month.
Following is my foolproof plan to being more mindful of
“me time”: Plan, Share, Do.
Plan
The nature of our role as “mom” or “dad” does not often
allow us to be spontaneous when it comes to taking time
for ourselves. After you wrap up your Sunday chores and
get the kids to bed, look at the week ahead and determine
when you will have an hour or two to steal for yourself.
You will need to be flexible with your schedule, whether
it’s Friday evening or midweek — whatever is going to
be your most frictionless opportunity to get out of the
house and decompress. Keep a running list of the types
of activities you enjoy doing. You can plan something as
simple as sneaking away to Starbucks with your new issue
of O Magazine or something more intense, like a 4-hour
cooking class. No matter how simple or complex, be
intentional about looking ahead and planning the break,
so that come the following Sunday, you won’t be kicking
yourself for not making any time for yourself.
Share
If you say you’re going to take a break once a week, you
want someone to be holding you accountable to make
sure you do it. You would think spouses/partners are the
best accountability partners, but their support can wane
depending on the number of chores (and number of
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children!) you are asking them to support while you take
your break. The next best thing is a close friend. Bonus if
your close friend is a parent, who can be extra empathetic
to what you are trying to do. Let them know what you are
trying to do, why you are trying to do it, and to check in
with you midweek to make sure you are still on track for
your mindful “me time.”
Do
This is where the rubber meets the road — where you
actually have to follow through on the plans that you
made. You may have to turn the other cheek to a sink full
of dishes, a toddler meltdown, and an empty fridge waiting
for you to grocery shopping. No matter the exhaustion and
to-do list demons working against you, fight back! Take
that moment for yourself. One hour away from the house
is all the rejuvenation that most parents need.
Don’t delay: Enact this plan today. Being more mindful of
your “me time” is a win-win for the entire household. Put
yourself first, because when you do, you will truly be the
best perfectly imperfect parent you can be, and your family
will thank you for it.

Nicole Walker is a working mom living in the big city with her two
beautiful children and husband. She recently added the title “mommy
blogger” with the launch of her blog, The Mommy Break Project. Her
mission is to be intentional about putting herself first for an entire year,
at least once a week (that’s 52 mommy breaks) so that she can achieve
the perpetual state of “happy mommy.” She hopes that her journey
inspires moms to do whatever they need to do to be their best mommy!
When she is not busy being a mom, wife, and blogger, she enjoys
entertaining, reading and knitting.

Heroes Come in All
Shapes and Sizes!
It takes a village of everyday heroes to keep
kids with food allergies safe. Celebrate your
food allergy hero and make an impact at
FARE’s Food Allergy Heroes Walk.

Register
Today!
Chicago, IL l Lincoln Park - Grove 13
Saturday, October 14, 2017
foodallergywalk.org

German International School Chicago
Become Bilingual

Here’s where
student

potential
becomes

actual.

Now Enrolling

Fusion Academy is a revolutionary, accredited private middle and
high school where positive relationships unlock academic potential.
With one teacher and one student per classroom, we personalize
curriculum and teaching to students’ individual strengths, interests,
and learning styles. Connect with our campus to learn more and
set up a tour!

Fusion Evanston
FusionEvanston.com
847.868.8693

• Preschool through Middle School
• Bilingual Education
• Low Student/Teacher Ratios
• Nurturing, Individualized Learning Environment
• International Baccalaureate Candidate School
• Cultural Diversity
• Global Community of Engaged, Supportive Families
German International School Chicago
1447 W Montrose Ave
Chicago, IL 60613
+1-773-880-8812
info@germanschoolchicago.com
npnparents.org • 15

Saturday, October 21 | 1 p.m.
Saturday, November 18 | 10 a.m.

Register: fwparker.org/openhouse

Deadline: Friday, December 1

Learn More: fwparker.org/apply
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TO SCHOOL, OR NOT TO SCHOOL?

FEATURE

By Aimee Skinner, NPN member since 2007

Wait, is that even a question? For hundreds of Chicago-area
parents and many more across the nation, it is a very real one. In
the past decade, there has been a nationwide surge in parents
choosing to homeschool, unschool, or choose a non-traditional
school without a fixed curriculum or grades. But why?
Self-Directed Education
Proponents believe that unschooling provides opportunities
for children to explore their interests without the limits of
a traditional classroom. Unschooling allows children the
freedom to direct their own education and learn at their
own pace, without fear of disapproval from teachers or
bad grades. It helps preserve the natural love of learning
that people are born with, and helps children develop
skills of creativity, initiative, leadership, independence,
collaboration, and self-confidence.
Some parents, like myself, dip their toe in the water of
unschooling by choosing a play-based preschool, where
children’s interests drive the classroom experience and there
is no preset curriculum. At that age, it is a broadly accepted
philosophy that children are born with a natural ability and
desire to learn. Many parents continue to follow this philosophy
after preschool by homeschooling or unschooling their children.
Still others are intrigued by the tenets of unschooling or
homeschooling but it’s not the right fit for their family
financially or logistically. They seek out one of the many

non-traditional schools putting down roots across the
Chicagoland area. These schools are hybrids of unschooling
and traditional school. They follow the philosophy of selfdirected education, but add a level of structure to the
student experience and a general expectation of student
attendance during school hours.
My Story
I had two bright and happy children who were doing
fine in our excellent local public school. However, as they
approached upper elementary grades, their zest for learning
was starting to wane. As standardized testing pressures
ramped up and homework loads increased, school started
to become more of a battle and less of a joy. I did some
research into alternative options and, as an educator myself,
was intrigued by homeschooling. I longed for the ability to
personalize the learning experience for my children’s abilities
and interests. Unfortunately, despite my promise of a long
recess, my kids did NOT share my interest in homeschooling.
Luckily, we were able to find a non-traditional school that
met most of my homeschooling objectives but gave my
children the separation from me that they craved. While the
fear of taking the path less traveled was pretty intense for all
of my family members, we took the leap into self-directed
education and haven’t looked back. My kids are ahead of a
traditional school curriculum in some subjects, and behind in
others, but spend every day learning about something that
interests them, so we are all content. Best of all, they now
wake up every morning excited about going to school.
Options
For every story like mine, there is one with a different
ending. Every family has a unique set of needs. The great
news is that there are so many education options in Chicago
and support networks for those trying them out. Take the
time to explore and see if self-directed education might
be best for your family. Learn more about homeschooling
through local networks like the Chicago Homeschool
Co-op (chicagohomeschoolcoop.wordpress.com) and
Northside Unschoolers Group (northsideunschoolersgroup.
wordpress.com). Find schools with a self-directed education
mindset on the NPN website or by talking to schools at the
NPN fair (it’s where I found my children’s first school!).

Aimee Skinner, M.Ed., is an Education Consultant. She lives in Lincoln Square
with her husband and their 12-year-old twins. Aimee is furthering the selfdirected education movement as an advisor to Greenfields Academy, where
she admits she sometimes spies on her children during the school day.

ee Skinner
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ESTABLISHING PARENT-TEACHER
RELATIONS FROM PRESCHOOL ON UP
By Megan Sexton, NPN member since 2015

CHILDREN LEARN BEST WHEN THEY ARE SUPPORTED
BY ADULTS WITH WHOM THEY HAVE POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIPS.
A core principle of child development is that learning
happens within the context of relationships. Children learn
best when they are supported by adults with whom they
have positive relationships. It is important to build and
support relationships within the preschool setting, and
teachers understand the importance of creating a positive
community between children within their classrooms.
It is equally important to develop strong and positive
relationships between families and the teachers at the
school. As a preschool director, supporting healthy familystaff relationships is always at the top of my priorities.
When the adults of a family feel connected to their child’s
preschool, the children in the family will feel more secure
at school, and their transition into the center and away
from home will be a positive experience. When families
have a relationship with their preschool, communication
between families and the school is open, honest, and
consistent. This allows families and teachers the emotional
space to have conversations about development,
concerns, and classroom activities. Establishing personal
connections between family and preschool ensures that
everyone involved in the children’s care and education has
access to important information regarding the children.
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transition policy, work with staff to create a transition that
works for your family.
Open the lines of communication.
Ask teachers and staff how they communicate with
families. If they use email, put their email address into
your contacts for easy access. If they use a communication
app, ask for a demonstration on how to use the app and
turn on notifications. Ask teachers how they are willing
to receive communication from families. Can families call
or email? Can families ask questions through a school’s
communication app? Can the caregivers write notes on
the daily sign in sheets?

One challenge that families might face as they try to
connect with their children’s preschool is the reality of
timing and schedules. Another challenge is a feeling of
uncertainty of their role within a school setting. Whether
it be individual personality, cultural expectations, or a
family’s own experience with schooling, some caregivers
may not know how they fit into the school setting.

Attend a school event.
Most schools offer family events at a variety of times
so that all families can participate in at least one event
during the year. By attending a school function, you will
be able to speak with teachers, staff, and other families in
a relaxed and social environment.

So how can families build these relationships to their children’s
preschool? Here are some tips to help you get started:

Teachers and families both want children to have a
successful preschool experience and by focusing on the
family-school relationship everyone can have a great year!

Know the transition policy — or establish one.
During the enrollment process, find out what the school’s
transition policy is, in terms of advancing children from
one stage/classroom to the next. Is the policy flexible?
Does it provide time for families to speak to teachers and
staff without children around? If the school doesn’t have a
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Megan Sexton is the director of Creative Scholars Preschool and a
contributing member to the Chicago Chapter of the National Association for
the Education of Young Children. She enjoys hiking and spending time with
her 8-year-old niece.

®

UNLOCK YOUR CHILD’S GREATEST POTENTIAL
WITH SUPPORTIVE COUNSELING
Immediate Openings!
Children, Teens and Young Adult Therapy
Counseling Services Include:
• Learning Evaluations and

• ADHD
• Anxiety and Depression
• Autism Spectrum Disorders
• Behavioral, Discipline, Peer Problems
• Chronic Medical Illness and Disabilities

School Concerns

• Neuropsychological and
Psychological Testing

• Parent Counseling

Chicago • Oak Park
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FEATURE
BUILDING A SCHOOL COMMUNITY
By Joanne Garces, NPN member since 2010

IT CONNECTS US DURING THE MANY ADVENTURES
OF RAISING KIDS IN THE CITY.
When my kids started daycare four years ago, they adjusted
quickly to the new environment as most kids do when
surrounded by shiny new toys and energetic new friends.
Our daycare facility occasionally planned family activities
during the evenings and weekends in keeping with the
themes of upcoming holidays. And yet, my husband and I
were searching for a way to create a sense of community
among the families.
I reached out to the director, Ms. B, for a way for the parents
to keep connected beyond these occasional holiday events
and brief small talk during pick-up/drop-off times. Based on
her response that a structured parent group did not exist, I
decided to start a Google Groups Listserv (groups.google.
com) to build community with other parents at the daycare.
A Listserv is a method of communicating with a group
of people via email. You send one email message to the
“reflector” email address, and Google sends the email to all
of the group’s subscribers. The following is a simple threestep process for building community with other parents
that can be applied in a daycare, school, sports or other
kids’ activity-oriented setting.
Step 1: Build the list.
Like most daycare providers, Ms. B was not authorized to
provide a list of all the parents’ email addresses. But I was
allowed to compose a detailed email that Ms. B forwarded
to parent community. The email provided information
about this optional email listserv group for the daycare
parents to share information about free or cheap activities
in the community, or to arrange a playdates. I encouraged
other parents to post events and provided reassurance that
their email addresses would not be filtered by me or shared
for marketing purposes.
Step 2: Build the buzz.
Upon distribution of the email by Ms. B, we were thrilled to
receive an enthusiastic response from other parents! It seemed
that many parents were also searching for a way to connect
with each other. To keep the momentum going, I offered to
organize gifts for an upcoming Teacher Appreciation Week.
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The listserv turned out to be a convenient way to keep
parents up to date on how much money we collected and
what gifts we would purchase for the staff. We have used
the listserv as our main organizing forum for planning gifts
for Teacher Appreciation Week for the last three years with
tremendous success.
Step 3: Build the community.
This past spring, an opportunity arose to co-host a
fundraising event for a Chicago refugee organization
with another parent from the listserv. We organized a
storytelling activity at the Sulzer Library where parents were
encouraged to bring books about kindness and sharing
to read to the kids. Using the listserv as our main vehicle
for spreading the word, we proudly collected over $500
in gift cards for the refugee organization. The momentum
continues, as other parents have also posted activites about
free concerts and other Park District– or library-sponsored
events in the neighborhood.
As a full-time working parent, I am tremendously grateful
that our daycare parents’ listserv has been used in a positive
way to build community. Like the NPN Discussion Forum
and NPN activities, this listserv connects us during the many
adventures of our shared journey of raising kids in the city!

Joanne Garces lives with her husband and two kids (ages 4 and 6) in Albany
Park. She works full-time as a social worker in a hospital. Joanne aims to
seek opportunities to teach her children to respect diversity, promote social
justice, and increase kindness in our community.

I AM, BECAUSE WE ARE
In January, four members of the Lincoln Park Preschool & Kindergarten leadership team traveled to
Ndola, Zambia with Spark Ventures. LPP joining Spark in their impact travel initiative was just the
beginning of a lasting partnership LPP is forming with the local Hope Community School, located in one
of Ndola’s most vulnerable neighborhoods. Hope and the team from LPP worked to create the first early
childhood classroom at Hope Community School, adding to the existing first through seventh grade
classrooms. LPP brought much needed supplies and resources, and worked with newly hired early
childhood teachers at the school to develop a culturally sensitive curriculum, activities, and lessons. LPP
and Hope agree that early childhood education is critical to the success of any student, and this first step
forward will make a huge impact on the community.
Sharon Kozek, founder and owner of LPP said the following upon returning from Zambia, “We strive
to be leaders in our community here in Chicago as well as our global community. We believe deeply that
every child deserves the opportunity to achieve their potential and I am so invigorated by the incredible
work we are doing together with Spark Ventures in Zambia.”
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FEATURE
SCHOOL LUNCHES FOR PICKY EATERS
By Karen Nochimowski, NPN member since 2015

PACKING LUNCHES DOES NOT NEED TO BE ONE
OF THOSE DREADED TASKS.
As parents, we are sometimes just as excited as our kids
when school is out for summer. For us, that means no
helping with homework, no rushing around in the morning,
and no packing of lunches. But as the summer nears the
end, we realize the tasks ahead of us as the school year
begins. Packing lunches does not need to be one of those
dreaded tasks. Here are some helpful tips for putting
together a delicious lunch in advance:
No “surprise” lunches.
Try out new recipes on your kids at home first, rather than
surprising them with a new lunch. As a food blogger, I do
this all the time.
Use Sunday to prep.
When I find something they like, I’ll make that dish on
a Sunday night. I make enough so I can pack individual
lunches for a few days during the week. My kids’ lunch
favorites are Banana Muffins, Hidden Zucchini Muffins,
Bourbon Chicken and Crispy Corn Flake Chicken (see
below for recipe). Also on Sundays, my boys and I will
bake S’mores Brownies. Then we’ll wrap them individually
so they’re ready for the lunch box for dessert throughout
the week.
Eat in season.
My go-to fruit is the small individual bag of organic apple
slices from Costco or Trader Joe’s. Of course, a fabulous
autumn activity is apple picking. If you have picked them
fresh, make sure to cut them up in the morning so they
don’t turn brown before lunch. If stored properly, freshly
picked apples will last up to two months in the refrigerator.
Keep it cold.
Freeze a box of yogurt squeezers (my favorite is Stoneyfield
Organic Strawberry), and include one in the lunch box. By
the time lunch rolls around, the yogurt will be defrosted but
still cold. And it will keep the other lunch items cold, too.
You can find dozens of quick and easy kid-friendly recipes
on my blog at www.mommachef.com. All use no more
than six ingredients and are under six minutes of prep time.
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Momma Chef’s Cornflake Coated Chicken
(makes 6 servings)
6 boneless chicken breasts
4 cups cornflakes
2 large eggs
2 tbsp. water
1 tbsp. salt
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
2. In a large bowl, mix together eggs and water. Set aside.
3. In a large Ziploc bag, add the cornflakes and salt. Then
crush the cornflakes.
4. Dip each chicken breast in the egg/water mixture and
put them in the Ziploc bag. Shake to coat all sides of
the chicken.
5. Arrange the chicken in a single layer on a baking sheet
and bake for 40 minutes.

Karen Nochimowski is a mother of three rambunctious boys. Her children
like different foods and constantly request a variety of things. Over
time, she’s figured out a way to make dishes they all love by developing
easy, quick recipes. That led to the creation of her blog, MommaChef.
com. All of her recipes are simple and delicious, using no more than six
ingredients and under six minutes of prep time.
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2017 ANNUAL PRESCHOOL
AND
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FAIR
Sunday, September 24
DePaul College Prep
3633 N. California Ave.
Free to NPN members,
$25 for non-members

NPNPARENTS.ORG/SCHOOLFAIR

20 years of

supporting
families to
thrive!
Feel confident and supported
in birth and early parenting
• Labor support
• Postpartum doulas and night nurses
• Childbirth education
– Group and private classes
• Breastfeeding 101 and newborn classes
• Lactation consultants and clinic
• Perinatal mood disorder experts
Chicago’s first & largest doula service: 888.506.0607
www.birthwaysinc.com
Find us on facebook
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Come take
a look!

RSVP for our family friendly Fall Open House on Sunday, November 12!
Come see our state-of-the-art five-story, 75,000 square-foot campus located in the heart of
Chicago, and meet our highly-trained team of teachers and staff at British International
School of Chicago, Lincoln Park. Here, your family will be able to learn about our STEAM
collaboration with MIT, participate in a variety of activities, and learn how we can help your
child invent the future.
admissions@bischicagolp.org | 773-907-5000 | www.bischicagolp.org
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PLAY THE ODDS: TIMING YOUR
SCHOOL SEARCH

FEATURE

By Grace Lee Sawin, NPN member since 2001

YES, IT SOUNDS OVERWHELMING, BUT IT’S
NEVER TOO SOON TO START RESEARCHING.
“When is the best time to begin my school search?” is a
question often posed by families looking to start the always
dreaded but ultimately necessary rite of passage known as the
“Chicago School Search.” Sometimes the question is followed
up by a plaintive, “Oh my goodness! Am I too late?!” Rest easy,
Chicago families. The answer is not as cut-and-dried as one
would think — and ultimately, you are never “too late.”
As the third largest city in the U.S., Chicago is home to a
vast range of school types, sizes, options, and admissions
processes. Even within Chicago Public Schools (CPS), there
are various pathways for entry from preschool to high
school. Overlaid with the multitude of private and parochial
schools, there are always choices for parents whenever
they embark on their school search. That being said, one of
the keys to increasing your odds in any endeavor is to know
when those odds are at their best.
“Entry Year” odds
For school admissions, when a program begins is known
as the “entry year” of a school, e.g., a K-8 school’s entry
year is kindergarten. This is typically the time when the
school has the most spots available. But it can have the
most applicants, as well. For example, a school with two
kindergarten classrooms of 25 students each will have 50

spots to fill, and perhaps 500 applicants (a 10% admit
rate). Conversely, that same school’s first-grade class may
have just one spot open, but only five students applying
— so it could have a 20% admit rate in a non-entry year.
Considering how difficult it is to predict if any upper-year
spots may be available, a good strategy is to be in the
applicant pool of the entry year for your desired school.
Some common or little known entry points are:
n

n

n

Infants (6 weeks: Montessori Academy of Chicago, GEMS
World Academy)
3-year-olds (University of Chicago Lab School, Frances
Xavier Warde, many Montessori schools)
 -year-olds (Chicago City Day School, Inter-American
4
Magnet)

n

5-year-olds (most CPS schools)

n

5th grade (additional spots at Latin School)

n

6th grade (additional spots at Francis Parker)

n

7th grade (CPS Academic Centers)

n

9th grade (high schools)

September 1 cut-off
Most preschool and early elementary programs have a
strict age cutoff date of September 1st, so keep that in
mind when determining your child’s entry year. Once a
school’s entry point is confirmed, be sure to apply one
year before the program starts to be in the running
for available seats. In other words, if you are interested in
a school that begins at 3 years-old, then plan to apply that
fall when your child is 2 years-old. Whatever year you enter
a school, you are allowed to stay until the school ends,
which is typically 8th or 12th grade.
Targeting the entry year can increase your odds of acceptance
at a school of your choice. Be sure to stop by a school’s
booth at the NPN Preschool and Elementary School Fair to
ask when the entry year is for their programs and when you
need to submit your applications. Good luck on your school
search journey, and may the odds be with you!

Grace Lee Sawin is a co-founder of Chicago School GPS (ChiSchoolGPS.
com). Chicago School GPS helps Chicago families navigate the often
confusing world of public and private school searches, from preschool to
high school, so that they can arrive at their school destination, no matter
when they begin their journey.
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JOIN A NEW MOMS GROUP!
CONNECT
WITH OTHER
NEW MOMS
FREE WITH NPN
MEMBERSHIP!
Learn more at npnparents.org/groups/new-moms-groups

Concerned about
your child?
Erikson Institute’s Center for Children and
Families provides family-centered assessment
and counseling for children from birth
through age 8.
• Specializing in developmental, emotional,
behavioral, and learning issues
• Expert interdisciplinary clinical staff
• Assessments, therapy, and
neuropsychological evaluations

To schedule an appointment,
call 312-893-7119.
Center for Children and Families
451 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60654-4510
www.erikson.edu/ccf
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FINDING A SPECIAL NEEDS–
FRIENDLY SCHOOL

FEATURE

By Tareema Jean-Baptiste, NPN member since 2016

Overwhelming, frustrating, and emotionally draining is
how I would describe looking for schools — especially
when you have a special needs child. Our son was thriving
at a therapeutic preschool when we realized it was time: he
was ready to be in a traditional school environment. Below
are a few things we learned on our journey.
Focus on the positive.
We were apprehensive because as a family, we had found our
peaceful rhythm. Tantrums were almost obsolete. We knew
a change of this magnitude could take us back. But we also
knew our son worked hard to get to this point and it was in his
best interest to move forward with this new journey. Instead of
focusing on the negative of what might happen, we focused
on the positive: he was ready! Looking back, we didn’t know
if he would even get to this point, so gratitude and positivity
became the fuel to help us through this next step.
Make sure your decision is best for the entire family.
Once we started our search, we had so many questions.
What is an IEP? Public vs. Private? Should we hold him back
or transition him into the correct grade for his age? How
will this change affect our family logistics? We attended
workshops and sought advice from our mentors, his doctors
and other families. We took all the information and filtered
it into what would work for our entire family — siblings
included. We decided it was best for our family to find a
private school that encompassed preschool to 8th grade for
consistency. We wanted the school to be no more than 15
minutes from our home just in case there was an emergency,
and we hoped the school would be able to accommodate
our younger children. We really hoped to find a school that
would be a strong community for our entire family.

environment for all children. For us, their sincere desire to
have our son at the school and willingness to work with our
family was most important, and half the battle.
Be honest and keep an open mind.
So we had chosen a school. Now it was time to create a
strategy for success. We needed to figure out what grade
was appropriate: Where was our son, academically? The
school did several assessments and interviews. In the
beginning I remember getting upset when hearing some
of the results. I felt my advocate senses tingling, if you will.
However, once I took a step back and took the emotion
out of the scenario, I was able to look at it from an honest,
practical point of view. For the first time, my son was being
compared to his peers. The results were hard to accept,
but necessary to create the correct support for him to be
successful academically and socially. Again, I was thankful
to be at this point, but also honest with myself about what
needed to be done to move forward successfully.
We are excited that our son loves his school. He finished
his first year strong and exceeded our expectations! In
addition, he graduated from kindergarten and is beginning
first grade this fall.

Tareema Jean-Baptiste is a devoted wife and mother of three. Being a
loving and nurturing mother is her passion. She is also a Real Estate Broker
but her family is her top priority. With her faith as a bedrock, she is a
tireless advocate for her children, fighting to provide them with the best
life has to offer. Tareema also shares what she has learned with others,
helping them on their journeys.

If they want your child, that’s half the battle.
We were very upfront about our son’s diagnosis with each
school we visited. We were looking for a school that would
welcome a team approach. Some schools told us right
away they didn’t have the ability to support what our son
needed. Some schools took the politically-correct approach,
allowing us to apply... and ultimately wasting a lot of our
time. The school we ended up choosing actually chose us
first. During this time, our daughter was attending preschool
at a local catholic school. Her school was never on our radar
for our son. We planned on finding him a school and then
moving our daughter to join him. The staff at my daughter’s
school would see my son at drop-off/pick-up, and when I
would volunteer. They embraced him and approached us
about having him join the school. They already had other
diverse learners and were committed to creating an inclusive
Photo courtesy Tareema Jean-Baptiste
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WRITE FOR US!
Parent to Parent is in search of contributors to help diversify the real-life stories that come
alive in our pages. We’re especially interested in hearing from NPN members who represent
lesser-known neighborhoods and community areas, nontraditional family structures and
families of color. Bonus: All contributors receive complimentary membership renewal.
Interested? We’d love to hear from you! Write to: newsletter@npnparents.org

